
WHY POWER BI?

Share Insights Across Your Organizations

Create Reports Using Built-in Visuals

Connect to Your Data Wherever it Lives 

Collaborate, Publish & Share Reports

Integrates with other Tools, Including Excel

Business Intelligence 
Like Never Before.
Visualize data through interactive, real-time dashboards 
and analytics that generate actionable insights.
Are you looking to use your data to gain a competitive advantage? 
At Vertikal6, we're helping our clients use their real-time data in the 
mainstream of their everyday business, not just during yearly 
planning sessions or monthly reviews. From real-time dashboards to 
data visualization to advanced analytics, Microsoft Power BI makes 
these capabilities possible for organization of any size.

Our clients are taking big steps toward digital transformation by 
accessing data insights and utilizing quick, easy-to-use self-
service analytics for collaboration, dashboard sharing, ad hoc 
analysis, and report publishing. Any data, any way, anywhere. And 
all in one view.

See your data in new ways. 

Create Collaborate & Share Access Insights from Anywhere

We can help you connect, model, and explore your data with visual 
reports that you can collaborate, publish, and share. Power BI 
integrates with other tools, including Microsoft Excel, so you can get 
up to speed quickly and work seamlessly with your existing solutions.

Microsoft Power BI

Gain insight & enable fast, informed decisions.
• Transform your data into stunning visuals and share them with colleagues on any device.
• Visually explore and analyze data—on-premises and in the cloud—all in one view.
• Collaborate on and share customized dashboards and interactive reports.
• Scale across your organization with built-in governance and security.

Connect to your data wherever it 
lives. Then explore your data with 
stunning interactive visualizations.

Publish reports and dashboards, 
collaborate with your team, and 

share insights inside and outside 
of your organization.

Take action with seamless access to 
insights from your desk or on the go 

with Power BI apps built by Microsoft, 
our partners and your organization.



Could your team benefit from an easy and straightforward way to 
access data and analysis using tools they already know?
Call 401-825-4401, email us at info@vertikal6.com
or visit www.vertikal6.com.

Go from data to insights in minutes.

Connect to hundreds of data sources on 
premises and in the cloud.
Use Power Query to simplify data ingestion, 
transformation, integration, and enrichment.
Create reports using built-in visuals, or create 
your own custom visuals.
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Create a data culture in your organization.

Collaborate with users in every role across 
your organization.
Publish real-time content that users can 
access in the office or on the go.
Centrally manage your organization’s 
business intelligence.
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Additional insights with business 

analytics provided out-of-the-box in apps.

See up-to-date business data on-the-go and 
set data-driven alerts about important 
insights so you can act right away.

Developing your own app? Embed 
interactive reports into your current build 
with Power BI Embedded.
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